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AccountMate Version 9 Releases with 100+ Requested Changes

General Ledger, Drop Shipments, and Inventory Enhancements are a result of client requests.

Petaluma, CA (PRWEB) March 24, 2014 -- Last week AccountMate Software Corporation announced the
release of their AccountMate Version 9 for SQL accounting software system. More than 100 key changes have
been made system-wide to create more productivity tools to enable clients to gain even more efficiencies in
their day-to-day business.

David Dierke, President and CEO of AccountMate, was pleased to announce that “features requested in our
recent annual reseller conference have come to fruition in this latest version release of AccountMate 9 for SQL.
Added functionality for drop ship, standard costing, general ledger, and increased ACH handling enhancements
were satisfied in this release. Too many changes to expound on but obviously our team has definitely captured
the requirements of our partner channel and their clients in this upgraded software release.”

The General Ledger was one of the primary focuses of this version upgrade. Not only were there a number of
requested enhancements added. Now there is an impressive option available for AccountMate 9 for SQL clients
to be able to take advantage of the GL features currently being developed in AccountMate’s future .NET
product line. It means choices for Individual clients to continue using the GL functionality in their
AccountMate 9 for SQL version or to switch and take advantage of the enhancements to the .NET GL. The
choice is up to them; the technology to do the switch is quick and easy.

The powerhouse of the AccountMate software system is its handling of inventory. The AccountMate 9 for SQL
upgrade has focused primarily on adding more benefits for clients in the way of inventory handling, inventory
control processes, and reporting. Things like shipping an item defaults to the bin with on-hand quantity. This
saves users from having to select a different bin each time they take out inventory if the remaining quantities
are stored in the latter bins assigned to the item record.

AccountMate 9 appreciated that companies rely on ways to increase efficiencies in the areas of bill paying,
money collecting and satisfying corporate financial goals so a number of ACH, credit card payment, and
batching options have been enhanced. Better and faster ways of handling and recording payments and receipts
were of paramount consideration in this version.

Enhancements in this AccountMate 9 for SQL version upgrade are generated mostly by the requests from the
AccountMate reseller channel. This is key because they know their client requirements and communicate them
to AccountMate. This latest AccountMate 9 for SQL is a testament to their commitment and AccountMate’s
fulfillment of those requirements.

About AccountMate
Founded in 1984, AccountMate develops and markets fully modifiable business accounting software. Systems
range from single user versions to those that support over hundreds of users simultaneously. AccountMate
software is available for local installation, hosted or as SaaS. It is distributed exclusively through a worldwide
channel of authorized solution providers. AccountMate can be reached at (800) 877-8896 or at
www.accountmate.com.
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Contact Information
Donna DeRosa
AccountMate Software Corp
+1 (707) 774-7548

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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